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Abstract
An approximate Spielman-Teng theorem for the least singular value sn(Mn) of a random n× n
square matrix Mn is a statement of the following form: there exist constants C, c > 0 such that
for all η ≥ 0, Pr(sn(Mn) ≤ η) . nCη + exp(−nc). The goal of this paper is to develop a simple
and novel framework for proving such results for discrete random matrices. As an application, we
prove an approximate Spielman-Teng theorem for {0, 1}-valued matrices, each of whose rows is an
independent vector with exactly n/2 zero components. This improves on previous work of Nguyen
and Vu, and is the first such result in a ‘truly combinatorial’ setting.
1 Introduction
Let Mn be an n × n real matrix. Its singular values, denoted by sk(Mn) for k ∈ [n] are the
eigenvalues of
√
MTnMn arranged in non-decreasing order. Of particular interest are the largest and
smallest singular values, which have the following variational characterizations:
s1(Mn) := sup
x∈Sn−1
‖Mnx‖2;
sn(Mn) := inf
x∈Sn−1
‖Mnx‖2,
where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm on Rn, and Sn−1 denotes the n − 1 dimensional Euclidean
sphere in Rn.
The study of the non-limiting or non-asymptotic behavior of the largest and smallest singular
values of random matrices plays a crucial role in diverse areas of mathematics – such as applied linear
algebra, computer science, statistics, and asymptotic geometric analysis – in addition to often being a
key ingredient in proving other results in random matrix theory, for instance the circular law (which is
the non-Hermitian counterpart of the classical semicircle law of Wigner) and delocalization properties
of eigenvectors. We refer the reader to the the surveys [22, 29, 37] and the books [31, 33] for a detailed
account of the development of the area.
The behavior of the largest singular value of random matrices with independent entries is relatively
well-understood. Latała [15] showed that if the entries of Mn have mean 0 and uniformly bounded
fourth moment, then with high probability,
s1(Mn) = O(n
1/2);
for i.i.d. entries with mean 0, variance 1, and uniformly bounded fourth moment, it was already known
much earlier [1, 39] that with high probability,
s1(Mn) = Θ(n
1/2).
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On the other hand, the study of the behavior of the smallest singular value has proved to be much
harder. For an overview of the history of this problem for matrices with i.i.d. entries, we refer the
reader to [28]; here, we only briefly summarize a few developments. For random matrices with i.i.d.
standard Gaussian entries, it was proved by Edelman [5] that
Pr
(
sn(Mn) ≤ εn−1/2
)
∼ ε, (1)
thereby confirming (in a very strong form) a conjecture of Smale, and a speculation of von Neumann
and Goldstine. In connection with their work on smoothed analysis, Spielman and Teng [30] conjectured
that Equation (1) should also hold for random Rademacher matrices (i.e. each entry is independently
±1 with equal probability), up to an additive error of cn (for some c < 1) to account for the probability
that such a matrix is singular; i.e., they conjectured that
Pr
(
sn(Mn) ≤ εn−1/2
)
≤ ε+ cn. (2)
Note that the ε = 0 version of this conjecture asserts that the probability that a random signed matrix
is singular is exponentially small; even proving that this probability goes to 0 as n→∞ is a non-trivial
result due to Komlós [12], and the exponential bound was only obtained much later by Kahn, Komlós
and Szemerédi [11].
It was shown in breakthrough works by Rudelson [26] that
Pr
(
sn(Mn) ≤ εn−3/2
)
. ε+ n−3/2
for all random matrices Mn with i.i.d. centered subgaussian entries, and by Tao and Vu [35] that for
random signed matrices Mn, for any A > 0, there exists B > 0 such that
Pr
(
sn(Mn) ≤ n−B
) ≤ n−A. (3)
These results have been greatly refined in subsequent remarkable works: Rudelson and Vershynin [28]
showed that Equation (2) holds (up to a multiplicative constant) for all random matrices with i.i.d.
centered subgaussian entries, Rebrova and Tikhomirov [25] proved the same result assuming only that
the i.i.d. entries are centered and have variance 1, and in the special case of random signed matrices,
Tikhomirov [36] proved the same result but with the correct ‘constant’ c = (1/2 + on(1)).
Random matrices with dependent entries: Despite the great progress in the study of random
matrices with independent entries, much less is known about the behavior of the least singular value
for models of random matrices with non-trivial dependence between entries. Some measure of the dif-
ficulty in the study of such models may be obtained by noting that the symmetric analog of Komlós’s
classical result (on the asymptotically almost sure invertibility of random Bernoulli matrices) was only
proved almost 40 years later (in 2006) by Costello, Tao, and Vu [4]. Similarly, while the Spielman-Teng
conjecture for random signed matrices has been settled up to an overall constant, the current best
statement of the same form for random symmetric signed matrices Mn is due to Vershynin [38], who
proved that
Pr
(
sn(Mn) ≤ εn−1/2
)
. ε1/9 + e−n
c
(4)
for some small constant c > 0. Motivated by this, we will henceforth refer to a result of the following
form as an approximate Spielman-Teng theorem for a random matrix Mn; these will be the subject of
the present work: there exist constants C, c > 0 such that
Pr
(
sn(Mn) ≤ εn−1/2
)
. nCε+ e−n
c
. (5)
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In recent years, motivated by combinatorial applications, the study of such questions for the adja-
cency matrices of random graphs has attracted a lot of attention, with particular emphasis on graphs
or bipartite graphs satisfying various regularity constraints (which translate to constraints on the
row/column sums of the matrix). In these settings, even the analogs of Komlós’s theorem have only
very recently been proved – for d-regular digraphs with n− 3 ≥ d ≥ 3, this is due to (complementary)
work of Cook [3], Litvak, Lytova, Tikhomirov, Tomczak-Jaegermann and Youssef [16], and Huang [8],
whereas for d-regular graphs with n − 3 ≥ d ≥ 3, this is due to Landon, Sosoe, and Yau [14], and
Huang [8] (see also the parallel works of Mészáros [19] and Nguyen and Wood [23]). Whereas some
quantitative control on the least singular value in combinatorial settings has been obtained (see, e.g.,
[2] and [17], and also the discussion below regarding [21]), these bounds are still quite far from ap-
proximate Spielman-Teng type results. In fact, prior to the very recent work of the Ferber, Jain, Luh,
and Samotij [7], we are not even aware of any ‘exponential-type’ bound (by which we mean a bound of
the form exp(−nc) for some constant c > 0) on the singularity probability in combinatorial settings of
such nature.
1.1 Our results
Our goal in this work is to establish a novel framework (utilizing the recent approach to the ‘counting
problem in inverse Littlewood–Offord theory’ developed by the author, along with Ferber, Luh, and
Samotij [7]) for proving approximate Spielman-Teng results in the discrete setting in a simple and
unified manner. As an illustration of our main techniques (while keeping technicalities to a minimum),
we begin by providing a proof of the following theorem which, in our opinion, is much simpler than
existing proofs in the literature.
Theorem 1.1. Let Mn denote an n × n random matrix, each of whose entries is an independent
Rademacher random variable. Then, for any η ≥ 2−n0.0001 ,
Pr (sn(Mn) ≤ η) . ηn3/2.
Remark 1.2. We have not made any attempt to optimize the constant 0.0001 or the factor n3/2 in
the above theorem, choosing instead to keep the exposition simple. We also note that our proof goes
through with very minor modifications to yield a similar result for the case when the entries of Mn are
i.i.d., with each entry taking on the value 0 with probability 1− µ and ±1 with probability µ/2 each,
for some fixed constant µ ∈ (0, 1], thereby providing a simple new proof of (a quantitative improvement
of) the main result of Tao and Vu in [35]. On the other hand, as mentioned in the introduction, better
and nearly optimal quantitative bounds are already known in this case.
Next, we use our general framework, along with certain combinatorial ideas developed in [7], to prove
(to the best our knowledge) the first approximate Spielman-Teng theorem in a ‘truly combinatorial’
setting.
Theorem 1.3. Let n ∈ N be even, and let Qn denote an n × n random matrix, sampled uniformly
from n× n {0, 1}-valued matrices, each of whose rows sums to n/2. Then, for any η ≥ 2−n0.0001 ,
Pr(sn(Qn) ≤ η) . ηn2.
Remark 1.4. Once again, we have not tried to optimize the constant 0.0001 or the factor n2 in the
above theorem. The restriction to row sums being equal to n/2 is also made for simplicity; similar
ideas may be used to prove a statement like the one above with n/2 replaced by some other row sum
s satisfying ǫn ≤ s ≤ (1− ǫ)n for some fixed ǫ > 0.
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The problem of estimating the probability that Qn is singular was first considered by Nguyen in
[20] (as a step towards understanding the regular digraph/graph case), where it was shown that, for
any constant C > 0,
Pr(Qn is singular) = OC(n
−C).
An exponential-type upper bound on this probability was recently provided in [7]. The question of
obtaining quantitative lower tail bounds on the least singular value of Qn was considered by Nguyen
and Vu in [21], where a much weaker bound of the form Equation (3) was obtained. The goal of
that work was to prove a circular law for such matrices; while we do not consider this matter here,
we remark that obtaining quantitative lower tail estimates on the least singular value (of perturbed
matrices) is a key step in proving circular laws, and we believe that our techniques should extend
to that setting as well. We also believe that our techniques (combined with additional combinatorial
arguments) should allow one to prove an approximate Spielman-Teng theorem for sufficiently dense
random regular digraphs.
1.2 Discussion and future work
We will discuss the main ingredients of our method in detail in the next two sections; here, we
make a few general remarks. Our general approach to proving lower tail estimates on the least singular
value lies somewhere between the method of Tao and Vu (as developed in [34] and subsequent works),
and the method of Rudelson and Vershynin (as developed in [28] and subsequent works). Like Tao and
Vu, we reduce to working with integer vectors (as opposed to working with nets on the unit sphere);
however, we completely avoid the use of inverse Littlewood-Offord type theorems, choosing instead to
work with the simple and quantitatively stronger counting variant developed in [7]. On the other hand,
like Rudelson and Vershynin, we utilize the key notion of the Least Common Denominator (LCD) of
a vector. However, while their work requires dividing vectors on the unit sphere into approximate
level sets of the LCD and carefully analyzing each piece, we only need to distinguish ‘large’ LCD from
‘small’ LCD. Interestingly, our method provides a view of the LCD as a bridge from the problem of
controlling the least singular value to the problem of controlling the singularity probability on a subset
of integer vectors.
In upcoming work, we will build upon the ideas introduced here in a couple of directions. In [9], we
extend the techniques of [7] to prove a counting counterpart for the inverse Littlewood-Offord problem
for very general distributions, and use this to provide a simple combinatorial proof of an approximate
Spielman-Teng theorem for random matrices with i.i.d. heavy-tailed entries (a Spielman-Teng theorem
for such matrices was recently proved by Rebrova and Tikhomirov [25]). In [10], we further develop the
ideas here to prove approximate Spielman-Teng results in the important setting of smoothed analysis
i.e. when the random matrix is perturbed by a fixed, polynomially bounded matrix; here, weaker
bounds of the form Equation (3) are known due to Tao and Vu [32].
Organization: The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a high-
level outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1 (the proof of Theorem 1.3 is conceptually quite similar, and
we will discuss the necessary changes at the start of Section 5); in Section 3, we collect some tools
and auxiliary results which will be used in the proofs of our main results. Finally, in Section 4 and
Section 5, we prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 respectively.
Notation: Throughout the paper, we will omit floors and ceilings when they make no essential
difference. For convenience, we will also say ‘let p = x be a prime’, to mean that p is a prime between
x and 2x; again, this makes no difference to our arguments. As is standard, we will use [n] to de-
note the discrete interval {1, . . . , n}. We will also use the asymptotic notation .,&,≪,≫ to denote
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O(·),Ω(·), o(·), ω(·) respectively. All logarithms are natural unless noted otherwise.
Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Kyle Luh for comments on a preliminary version of this
paper, and Jake Lee Wellens for helpful conversations.
2 Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1
2.1 The approach of Tao and Vu
To motivate our proof, we begin by recalling the high-level approach of Tao and Vu from [35]. Let
B > 10 be a large number (depending on A) to be chosen later. Then, if sn(Mn) < n
−B, there must
exist a unit vector v ∈ Sn−1 for which
‖Mnv‖2 < n−B.
By rounding each coordinate v to the nearest multiple of n−B−2, we can find a vector v˜ ∈ n−B−2 · Zn
of magnitude 0.9 ≤ ‖v˜‖2 ≤ 1.1 such that
‖Mnv˜‖2 ≤ 2n−B .
Hence, writing w := nB+2v˜, we can find an integer vector w ∈ Zn of magnitude 0.9nB+2 ≤ ‖w‖2 ≤
1.1nB+2 such that
‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 2n2.
Let Ω be the set of integer vectors w ∈ Zn of magnitude 0.9nB+2 ≤ ‖w‖2 ≤ 1.1nB+2. By the above
discussion, it suffices to show that
Pr
(∃w ∈ Ω such that ‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 2n2) = OA(n−A).
In order to show this, Tao and Vu partition the elements of Ω into three sets, which they analyze using
separate arguments. This partition is based on whether or not the vector is ‘close’ to a sufficiently
low-dimensional subspace, as well as the following key quantity.
Definition 2.1 (Largest atom probability). For an integer vector w ∈ Zn, we define its largest atom
probability to be
ρ(w) := sup
x∈Z
Pr (ǫ1w1 + · · ·+ ǫnwn = x) ,
where ǫ1, . . . , ǫn are i.i.d. random Rademacher variables.
The partitioning scheme of Tao and Vu is as follows:
• A vector w ∈ Ω is rich if ρ(w) ≥ n−A−10 and poor otherwise. Let Ω1 be the set of poor w’s.
• A rich w is singular is fewer than n0.2 of its coordinates have absolute value nB−10 or greater.
Let Ω2 be the set of rich and singular w’s.
• A rich w is nonsingular if at least n0.2 of its coordinates have absolute value nB−10 or greater.
Let Ω3 be the set of rich and nonsingular w’s.
The desired claim follows directly from the estimates below and the union bound.
• (Lemma 7.1 in [35]) Pr (∃w ∈ Ω1 : ‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 2n2) = oA(n−A).
• (Lemma 7.2 in [35]) Pr (∃w ∈ Ω2 : ‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 2n2) = oA(n−A).
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• (Lemma 7.3 in [35]) Pr (∃w ∈ Ω3 : ‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 2n2) = oA(n−A).
The proofs of the first two bullet points above are relatively straightforward and standard, and based
on similar proofs in [18, 26]. The main work in [35] is the proof of the third bullet point, which requires
the inverse Littlewood-Offord theorems along with additional additive combinatorial arguments.
2.2 Our approach
The starting point of our approach is the following simple observation. Let Γ ⊆ Zn be a set of
non-zero integer vectors. Then,
Pr
(∃w ∈ Γ : ‖Mnw‖2 ≤ C(n)√n) ≤ ∑
z∈Zn∩B(0,C(n)√n)
Pr (∃w ∈ Γ : Mnw = z)
≤ ∣∣Zn ∩B(0, C(n)√n)∣∣ · sup
z∈Zn∩B(0,C(n)√n)
Pr (∃w ∈ Γ : Mnw = z)
≤ (100C(n))n · sup
z∈Zn
Pr (∃w ∈ Γ : Mnw = z) , (6)
where the first equality uses that Mnw is always an integer vector, and the last inequality uses a
standard (loose) volumetric estimate on the number of integer points in an n-dimensional ball of
radius R. The second quantity in the last equation i.e.
sup
z∈Zn
Pr (∃w ∈ Γ : Mnw = z) (7)
is reminiscent of the singularity problem for random Rademacher matrices, which corresponds to the
case when Γ = Zn \{0} and the supremum is replaced simply by z = 0. The bounds on the singularity
problem coming from either inverse Littlewood-Offord theory [35] or its counting variant [7] show that
for a suitable set of vectors of ‘intermediate’ largest atom probability, one may bound the quantity in
Equation (7) by O(n−cn) for some (small) absolute constant c > 0 (see also Proposition 4.5). Hence,
for C(n) = o(nc), the quantity on the right hand side of Equation (6) is (o(1))n.
Since the set of vectors of ‘intermediate’ largest atom probability mentioned above correspond, in a
sense, to ‘rich, nonsingular’ vectors, one may hope to use a similar decomposition of integer vectors as
Tao and Vu to complete the proof. However, one runs into the immediate obstacle that the discussion
in the above paragraph only holds for C(n) = o(nc), whereas the reduction to integer vectors in
[35] requires one to be able to work with C(n) = Ω(n3/2). Note that this reduction, as stated, is
clearly wasteful; by using the fact (Proposition 3.4) that, except with exponentially small probability,
‖Mn‖ = O(
√
n), one is able to reduce the consideration to C(n) = O(
√
n), which turns out to be just
out of reach.
However, this loss is because we are using the worst-case estimate that the closest vector w ∈
n−B−1 · Zn to a given vector v ∈ Sn−1 satisfies ‖w − v‖2 ≤ n−B−1/2. To overcome this obstacle, we
will use the connection between largest atom probability and Diophanine approximation (as captured
by the Least Common Denominator (LCD)) developed in [28]. In particular, we will use the fact
(Proposition 3.3) that vectors v ∈ Sn−1 for which this worst-case estimate is ‘close’ to being true have
high LCD, and hence, are necessarily ‘poor’; in other words, for ‘rich’ vectors, we gain sufficiently over
the worst-case estimate (Proposition 4.3) for the above strategy to be effective.
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3 Tools and auxiliary results
3.1 Anti-concentration and the LCD
In this subsection, we record the definition of the LCD of a vector and its connection to the classical
Lévy concentration function, as developed in [28].
Definition 3.1. The Lévy concentration function of a random variable X at scale δ ≥ 0 is defined as
L(X, δ) := sup
r∈R
Pr (|X − r| ≤ δ) .
Definition 3.2 (Least Common Denominator (LCD)). For γ ∈ (0, 1) and α > 0, and for a non-zero
vector a ∈ Rn, define
LCDγ,α(a) := inf {θ > 0 : dist(θa,Zn) < min {γ‖θa‖2, α}} .
Note that the requirement that the distance is smaller than γ‖θa‖2 forces us to consider only non-trivial
integer points as approximations of θa.
The following proposition, which appears in [28], shows that vectors with large LCD have small
Lévy concentration function on scales which are larger than Ω(1/LCD). Here, for completeness, we
reproduce a particularly simple proof for the Rademacher case from the lecture notes [27]; this is
essentially the only case that will be needed in this paper.
Proposition 3.3 (Theorem 6.2 in [27]). Let ǫ1, . . . , ǫn denote i.i.d. Rademacher random variables.
Consider a unit vector a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Sn−1. Let S :=
∑n
i=1 ǫiai. Then, for every α > 0, and for
δ ≥ (4/π)
LCDγ,α(a)
,
we have
L(S, δ) . δ
γ
+ exp(−α2/2).
Proof. We start by using Esséen’s inequality ([6]), which estimates the Lévy concentration function of
a random variable in terms of its characteristic function as follows:
L(X, 1) .
∫ 2
−2
|E [exp(iθX)]| dθ
Then, we have
L(S, δ) = L(S/δ, 1)
.
∫ 2
−2
|E [exp(iθS/δ)]| dθ
=
∫ 2
−2
n∏
j=1
|E[exp(iajǫjθ/δ)| dθ
=
∫ 2
−2
n∏
j=1
|cos(ajθ/δ)| dθ
≤
∫ 2
−2
n∏
j=1
exp
(
−1
2
(
1− cos2(ajθ/δ)
))
dθ
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=∫ 2
−2
n∏
j=1
exp
(
−1
2
sin2(ajθ/δ)
)
dθ
≤
∫ 2
−2
n∏
j=1
exp
(
−1
2
min
q∈Z
∣∣∣∣ 2θπδaj − q
∣∣∣∣
2
)
dθ,
where in the fourth line, we have used the inequality |x| ≤ exp (−12(1− x2)), and in the last line, we
have used the pointwise inequality | sin(x)| ≤ minq∈Z
∣∣ 2
πx− q
∣∣ . Thus, we see that
L(S, δ) .
∫ 2
−2
exp
(−h2(θ)/2) dθ,
where
h(θ) := min
p∈Zn
∥∥∥∥ 2θπδa− p
∥∥∥∥
2
.
Since, by assumption, 4/(πδ) ≤ LCDγ,α(a), it follows that for any θ ∈ [−2, 2],
h(θ) ≥ min
(
γ
2θ
πδ
‖a‖2, α
)
= min
(
γ
2θ
πδ
, α
)
,
so that
L(S, δ) .
∫ 2
−2
(
exp
(−(2γθ/πδ)2/2) + exp(−α2/2)) dθ
.
δ
γ
+ exp(−α2/2),
as desired.
3.2 Operator norm of random Rademacher matrices and invertibility on a single
vector
We will make use of the following two results, which may be proved in a straightforward manner
using standard concentration and epsilon-net arguments. Later, in Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, we
will provide proofs of analogous results for the random matrix model under consideration there.
The first result is a bound on the standard ℓ2 → ℓ2 operator norm of a typical realization of Mn.
Proposition 3.4 (See, e.g., Proposition 4.4 in [27]). There exist absolute constants C3.4 > 1, c3.4 > 0
for which the following holds. For all t ≥ C3.4,
Pr
(‖Mn‖ ≥ t√n) . exp (−c3.4t2n) .
The second result shows that, with very high probability, the image of a fixed unit vector under
Mn does not have norm o(
√
n).
Lemma 3.5 (See, e.g., Corollary 4.6 in [27]). There exists an absolute constant c3.5 > 0 for which the
following holds. Fix v ∈ Sn−1. Then,
Pr
(‖Mnv‖2 ≤ c3.5√n) . exp(−c3.5n).
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3.3 The counting problem in inverse Littlewood-Offord theory
Our definition of the set Γ in Equation (6) and the bound on Equation (7) rely on the approach
to the counting problem in inverse Littlewood-Offord theory developed in [7]. The starting point of
this approach is a classical anti-concentration inequality due to Halász, which bounds the largest atom
probability of an integer vector in terms of its ‘arithmetic structure’. In order to state this inequality,
we need the following definition. Throughout this section, we will work over Fp (the reader should
view p as a ‘large’ (depending on n) prime) instead of over Z.
Definition 3.6. Suppose that a ∈ Fnp for n ∈ N and an odd prime p, and let k ∈ N. We define R∗k(a)
to be the number of solutions to
±ai1 ± ai2 · · · ± ai2k = 0 mod p,
where repetitions are allowed in the choice of i1, . . . , i2k ∈ [n] and such that |{i1, . . . , i2k}| > (1.01)k.
Remark 3.7. Let F∗p denote the set of all finite-dimensional vectors with coefficients in Fp. Then, for
every vector a ∈ F∗p and for every k ∈ N, we have the trivial bound
R∗k(a) ≤ 22k · |a|2k,
where |a| denotes the number of components of a. Indeed, there are at most |a|2k ways of choosing
indices i1, . . . , i2k ∈ [|a|], and at most 22k ways of choosing a sign pattern which will satisfy the required
equation for a given choice of indices.
Theorem 3.8 (Halász’s inequality over Fp, see Theorem 1.4 in [7]). There exists a constant C3.8 such
that the following holds for every odd prime p, integer n, and vector a := (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Fnp \ {0}.
Suppose that an integer 0 ≤ k ≤ n/2 and positive real M satisfy 30M ≤ |supp(a)| and 80kM ≤ n.
Then,
ρFp(a) ≤
1
p
+
C3.8R
∗
k(a) + C3.8(40k
0.99n1.01)k
22kn2kM1/2
+ e−M .
Here, ρFp(a) denotes the largest atom probability of a over Fp.
The next theorem bounds the number of vectors over Fnp which have no ‘large’ subvector with
‘small’ R∗k, and is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1.7 in [7]. Later, we will see that this
readily translates to a good upper bound on the number of vectors in Fnp with given largest atom
probability.
Theorem 3.9 (See also Lemma 3.3 in [7]). Let p be an odd prime and let k ∈ N, s1 ≥ s2 ∈ [n], t ∈ [p].
Let
B
s1
k,s2,≥t(n) :=
{
a ∈ Fnp : |supp(a)| ≥ s1,∀b ⊂ a s.t. |supp(b)| ≥ s2 we have R∗k(b) ≥ t ·
22k · |b|2k
p
}
.
Then,
|Bs1k,s2,≥t(n)| ≤ (200)n
(
s2
s1
)2k−1
pnt−n+s2 .
Proof. Let us first fix an S ⊆ [n] with |S| ≥ s1 and count only those vectors a with supp(a) = S.
Define
Bk,s2,≥t(s1) :=
{
a ∈ Fs1p : ∀b ⊂ a s.t. |supp(b)| ≥ s2 we have R∗k(b) ≥ t ·
22k · |b|2k
p
}
.
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Since a ∈ Bs1k,s2,≥t(n), it follows that a|S ∈ Bk,s2,≥t(s1). Hence, Theorem 1.7 in [7] shows that the
number of choices for a|S is at most(
s2
s1
)2k−1
(0.01t)s2
(
100p
t
)s1
≤ 100n
(
s2
s1
)2k−1
pnt−n+s2 .
Finally, summing over all the at most 2n possible choices for S gives the desired conclusion.
We conclude this subsection by noting that, by Remark 3.7, any vector a ∈ Fnp with |supp(a)| ≥ s1
must also lie in at least one of the sets Bs1k,s1,≥t(n), where t ranges over integers from 0 to p.
4 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Throughout this section, we will take α := n1/4 and γ := c3.5/100C3.4. Moreover, since Theorem 1.1
is trivially true for η ≥ n−3/2, we will henceforth assume that 2−n0.0001 ≤ η < n−3/2. We decompose
the unit sphere Sn−1 into Γ1(η) ∪ Γ2(η), where
Γ1(η) :=
{
a ∈ Sn−1 : LCDα,γ(a) ≥ n3/4 · η−1
}
and Γ2(η) := Sn−1 \ Γ1(η). Accordingly, we have
Pr (sn(Mn) ≤ η) ≤ Pr
(∃a ∈ Γ1(η) : ‖Mna‖2 ≤ η)+ Pr (∃a ∈ Γ2(η) : ‖Mna‖2 ≤ η) . (8)
Therefore, Theorem 1.1 follows from the following two propositions and the union bound.
Proposition 4.1. Pr
(∃a ∈ Γ1(η) : ‖Mna‖2 ≤ η) . ηn3/2 + n exp(−√n/2).
Proposition 4.2. Pr
(∃a ∈ Γ2(η) : ‖Mna‖2 ≤ η) . exp(−c4.2n).
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is relatively simple, and follows from a conditioning argument devel-
oped in [18], once we observe the crucial fact (Proposition 3.3) that for any a ∈ Γ1(η), L(∑ni=1 ǫiai, δ) .
δ + exp(−√n/2) for all δ ≥ (4/π)η · n−3/4.
Proof of Proposition 4.1 (following [18, 35]). Since MTn and Mn have the same singular values, it fol-
lows that a necessary condition for a matrix Mn to satisfy the event in Proposition 4.1 is that there
exists a unit vector a′ = (a′1, . . . , a
′
n) such that ‖a′TMn‖2 ≤ η. To every matrix Mn, associate such a
vector a′ arbitrarily (if one exists) and denote it by a′Mn ; this leads to a partition of the space of all
{±1}-valued matrices with least singular value at most η. Then, by taking a union bound, it suffices
to show the following.
Pr
(
∃a ∈ Γ1(η) : ‖Mna‖2 ≤ η
∧
‖a′Mn‖∞ = |a′n|
)
. η
√
n+ exp(−√n/2). (9)
To this end, we expose the first n− 1 rows X1, . . . ,Xn−1 of Mn. Note that if there is some a ∈ Γ1(η)
satisfying ‖Mna‖2 ≤ η, then there must exist a vector y ∈ Γ1(η), depending only on the first n − 1
rows X1, . . . ,Xn−1, such that (
n−1∑
i=1
(Xi · y)2
)1/2
≤ η.
In other words, once we expose the first n−1 rows of the matrix, either the matrix cannot be extended
to one satisfying the event in Proposition 4.1, or there is some unit vector y ∈ Γ1(η), which can be
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chosen after looking only at the first n − 1 rows, and which satisfies the equation above. For the rest
of the proof, we condition on the first n− 1 rows X1, . . . ,Xn−1 (and hence, a choice of y).
For any vector w′ ∈ Sn−1 with w′n 6= 0, we can write
Xn =
1
w′n
(
u−
n−1∑
i=1
w′iXi
)
,
where u := w′TMn. Thus, for the event {sn(Mn) ≤ η}
∧{‖a′Mn‖∞ = |a′n|} to occur, we must
necessarily have
|Xn · y| = inf
w′∈Sn−1,w′n 6=0
1
|w′n|
∣∣∣∣∣u · y −
n−1∑
i=1
w′iXi · y
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 1|a′n|

‖a′TMnMn‖2‖y‖2 + ‖a′Mn‖2
(
n−1∑
i=1
(Xi · y)2
)1/2
≤ η√n (‖y‖2 + ‖a′Mn‖2) ≤ 2η√n,
where the second line is due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the particular choice w′ = a′Mn .
It follows, by definition, that the probability in Equation (9) is bounded by L(y, 2η√n), and hence, by
L(y, 2η√n) . η√n+ exp(−√n/2),
which completes the proof.
The proof of Proposition 4.2 is the content of the next three subsections.
4.1 Reduction to integer vectors
Here, we present the initial crucial step, which consists of efficiently passing from vectors on the
unit sphere to integer vectors.
Proposition 4.3. With notation as above, we have
Pr
(∃a ∈ Γ2(η) : ‖Mna‖2 ≤ η) . e−c3.4n+
Pr(∃w ∈ (Zn \ {0}) ∩ [−2η−1n3/4, 2η−1n3/4]n : ‖Mnw‖2 ≤ min{4γC3.4
√
n‖w‖2, 2C3.4α
√
n}).
Proof. Since by Proposition 3.4, Pr (‖Mn‖ ≥ C3.4
√
n) . exp(−c3.4C23.4n), we may henceforth restrict
to the complement of this event. Let a ∈ Γ2(η). Then, by definition, there exists some 0 < θ ≤
LCDα,γ(a) ≤ n3/4η−1 and some w ∈ Zn\{0} such that ‖θa−w‖2 ≤ min{γθ, α}. Thus, if ‖Mna‖2 ≤ η,
it follows from the triangle inequality that
‖Mnw‖2 = ‖Mn(w − θa) +Mn(θa)‖2
≤ ‖Mn‖ · ‖θa−w‖2 + θ · ‖Mna‖2
≤ C3.4
√
n ·min{γθ, α}+ θη
≤ 2C3.4
√
n ·min{γθ, α},
where the last inequality follows since η ≤ γ√n and θη ≤ n3/4 ≤ √nα. The desired conclusion now
follows from the straightforward case analysis below.
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Case I: γθ ≤ α. In this case, w is a non-zero integer vector of norm ‖w‖2 = θ(1± γ) satisfying
‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 2γC3.4
√
nθ ≤ min{4γC3.4
√
n‖w‖2, 2C3.4α
√
n},
where the last inequality uses θ ≤ ‖w‖2 and γθ ≤ α.
Case II: γθ > α. In this case, w is a non-zero integer vector of norm ‖w‖2 = θ(1 ± γ) ≥ γ−1α/2
satisfying
‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 2C3.4α
√
n ≤ min{2C3.4γ−1αγ
√
n, 2C3.4α
√
n} ≤ min{4γC3.4
√
n‖w‖2, 2C3.4α
√
n}.
4.2 Dealing with sparse integer vectors
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following lemma, which follows from Lemma 3.5 and a
simple union bound. Throughout this subsection and the next one, p = 2n
0.001
is a prime. Note, in
particular, that p≫ η−1n3/4.
Lemma 4.4. Pr
(∃w ∈ (Zn \ {0}) ∩ [−p, p]n, |supp(w)| ≤ n0.99 : ‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 4γC3.4√n‖w‖2) . exp(−c3.5n/2).
Proof. The number of vectors w ∈ (Zn \ {0}) ∩ [−p, p]n with support of size no more than n0.99 is at
most (
n
n0.99
)
(3p)n
0.99 ≪ 2n0.992 .
By Lemma 3.5, for any such vector,
Pr
(‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 4γC3.4√n‖w‖2) ≤ Pr (‖Mnw‖2 ≤ c3.5√n‖w‖2) . exp(−c3.5n).
Therefore, the union bound gives the desired conclusion.
4.3 Dealing with non-sparse integer vectors
Throughout this subsection, we fix k = n0.01, s1 = s2 = n
0.99. It remains to deal with integer
vectors with support of size at least n0.99. Formally, let
W :=
{
w ∈ (Zn \ {0}) ∩ [−η−4, η−4]n : |supp(w)| ≥ n0.99} .
In view of Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4, and since η ≤ n−3/2, the following proposition suffices
to prove Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.5. Pr
(∃w ∈W : ‖Mnw‖2 ≤ 2C3.4n3/4) . n−0.01n.
This will be accomplished by a union bound, following the strategy outlined in Equation (6). Note
that for our choice of parameters, the natural map
ι :W → Fnp
is injective, and we will often abuse notation by using w to denote ι(w). This identification enables
us to make the following definition.
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Definition 4.6. For an integer t ∈ [p], let
W t :=
{
w ∈W : ι(w) ∈ Bs1k,s2,≥t−1(n) \B
s1
k,s2,≥t(n)
}
.
We will need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.7. There exists an absolute constant C4.7 > 1 such that, for our choice of parameters, if
w ∈W t, then
ρ(w) ≤ C4.7
p
(
t
n0.48
+ 1
)
.
Proof. Since ρ(w) ≤ ρFp(ι(w)) =: ρFp(w), it suffices to prove the statement for the latter quantity.
This, in turn, follows from a direct application of Halász’s inequality (Theorem 3.8). Indeed, since
w /∈ Bs1k,s2,≥t(n), there exists some b ⊂ a such that |supp(b)| ≥ s2 and
R∗k(b) ≤ t ·
22k · |b|2k
p
.
Moreover, for our choice of parameters, we have
(40k0.99n1.01)k ≪ 2
2ks2k2√
p
≤ t · 2
2k · |b|2k
p
.
Hence, applying Halasz’s inequality to the |b|-dimensional vector b with M = n0.96 (note that this
choice of M satisfies the conditions 30M ≤ s2 ≤ |supp(b)| and 80kM ≤ s2 ≤ |b| needed to apply
Halász’s inequality), and observing that (trivially) ρFp(a) ≤ ρFp(b), we get
ρFp(a) .
1
p
+
t · 22k·|b|2kp
22k|b|2kn0.48 + e
−n0.96
.
1
p
(
t
n0.48
+ 1
)
,
as desired.
Lemma 4.8. For our choice of parameters,
|W t| ≤ (300)n
(p
t
)n
.
Proof. By definition, any w ∈W t satisfies ι(w) ∈ Bs1k,s2,≥t−1(n). Hence, by Theorem 3.9, the number
of possible such vectors ι(w) is at most
(200)n
(
p
t− 1
)n
ps2 ≤ (300)n
(p
t
)n
.
Using the injectivity of ι gives the desired conclusion.
Finally, we are in a position to prove Proposition 4.5. As discussed at the start of this subsection,
this completes the proof of Proposition 4.2 and hence, the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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Proof of Proposition 4.5. We begin by noting that every w ∈ W has ρ(w) ≥ η4n−1/3. Indeed, for
any such vector w,
∑n
i=1 ǫiwi can take on at most 3nη
−4 values, so that the claim follows from the
pigeonhole principle. Since η4n−1/3≫ 1/√p, it follows from Lemma 4.7 that W t = ∅ for all t ≤ √p.
On the other hand, using Equation (6) with Γ = W t and C(n) = 2C3.4n
1/4, it follows from
Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 that for all t ≥ √p, the probability that the image of any vector in W t
under Mn lies in the ball of radius 2C3.4n
3/4 centered around the origin is at most
(200C3.4n
1/4)n|W t|
(
2C4.7t
pn0.48
)n
≤ (200C3.4n1/4)n(300)n
(p
t
)n (2C4.7t
pn0.48
)n
≪ n−0.01n.
Finally, taking the union bound over integers t ∈ [√p, p] completes the proof.
5 Proof of Theorem 1.3
5.1 Outline of the proof
A major difference between the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 is that Proposition 3.4 and
Lemma 3.5 are no longer available to us; indeed, the operator norm of Qn is n/2, whereas the standard
proof of Lemma 3.5 does not immediately go through since the random variables 〈Qnv, ei〉 might not
have their largest atom probability bounded away from 1 (for instance, this is the case when v is the
all ones vector). A large part of the proof is devoted to circumventing these issues.
To overcome the first problem, we exploit the presence of a ‘spectral gap’. Namely, we show
(Lemma 5.1) that, while the operator norm of Qn is n/2, the operator norm of Qn restricted to the
hyperplane H := {v ∈ Rn :∑ni=1 vi = 0} is at most n0.51 with high probability. The utility of this is
that one can slightly modify the best integer approximation to a vector (guaranteed by the definition
of the LCD) in such a way that the difference/approximation error is contained almost entirely in H
(Proposition 5.10); since the only place where we need the operator norm is to bound the norm of Qn
applied to this difference, it follows that the ‘effective operator norm’ for our purpose is at most n0.51.
To overcome the second obstacle, we prove (Proposition 5.2) a concentration inequality for sums
of low-degree polynomials on slices of the Boolean hypercube. Our proof combines the classical hy-
percontractive estimates for polynomials on the Boolean hypercube with more recent hypercontractive
estimates for polynomials on slices of the Boolean hypercube, and may be of independent interest.
Even given these additional tools, the remainder of the proof is not as straightforward as the proof
of Theorem 1.1; after our reduction to integer vectors (Proposition 5.10), we will need to exploit the
approach in [7] (used there to study the singularity probability of Qn) in order to get to the setting of
Equations (6) and (7) and complete the proof.
5.2 Bounding the operator norm restricted to H
Lemma 5.1. There exist absolute constants C5.1 > 1 and c5.1 > 0 for which the following holds. For
all t ≥ C5.1,
Pr
(
sup
v∈H∩Sn−1
‖Qnv‖2 ≥ tn0.51
)
. exp
(−c5.1t2n1.02) .
Proof. Let Mn denote a uniformly random n×n {±1}-valued matrix. We will use the easy observation
that Qn ∼
(
2−1(1n×n +Mn)
) |{Mn1 = 0}, where 1n×n denotes the n×n all ones matrix and 1 denotes
the all ones vector. Since Pr (Mn1 = 0) ≥
(
1√
100n
)n
= exp(−Θ(n log n)), it suffices to show that
Pr
(
sup
v∈H∩Sn−1
‖2−1(1n×n +Mn)v‖2 ≥ tn0.51
)
= Pr
(
sup
v∈H∩Sn−1
‖Mnv‖2 ≥ 2tn0.51
)
. exp
(−Ω(t2n1.02)) ,
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where the first equality uses that 1n×nv = 0 for any v ∈H . But from Proposition 3.4, we have for all
t ≥ C3.4 that
Pr
(
sup
v∈H∩Sn−1
‖Mnv‖2 ≥ 2tn0.51
)
≤ Pr (‖Mn‖2 ≥ 2tn0.01√n) . exp (−4c3.4t2n1.02) ,
which completes the proof.
5.3 Invertibility on a fixed vector
Proposition 5.2. For any ǫ > 0, there exists a constant C5.2 := C5.2(ǫ) > 1 for which the following
holds. Fix v ∈ Sn−1. Then,
Pr
(
‖Qnv‖2 ≤
√
n
2
‖v‖2
)
≤ C5.2(ǫ) exp
(
−n
1−ǫ
4
)
.
The proof of this proposition will require a few intermediate steps. We begin by computing the
expectation of the random variable ‖Qnv‖22 for fixed v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Sn−1. Consider the random
variable X := v1(1+x1)+ · · ·+vn(1+xn), where x1, . . . , xn are {±1}-valued random variables sampled
uniformly from the hyperplane x1 + · · ·+ xn = 0. Then, for all i ∈ [n], the random variables 〈Qnv, ei〉
are independent copies of X/2, so that
4‖Qnv‖22 ∼ X21 + · · ·+X2n,
where X1, . . . ,Xn are i.i.d. copies of X. Since
E[X2] = E

( n∑
i=1
vi +
n∑
i=1
vixi
)2
=
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
+ E


(
n∑
i=1
vixi
)2+ 2
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)(
n∑
i=1
viE[xi]
)
=
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
+ E

( n∑
i=1
vixi
)2
=
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
+
n∑
i=1
v2i E[x
2
i ] +
∑
i 6=j
vivjE[xixj]
=
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
+
n∑
i=1
v2i −
1
n− 1
∑
i 6=j
vivj
=
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
+
(
1 +
1
n− 1
) n∑
i=1
v2i −
1
n− 1

 n∑
i=1
v2i +
∑
i 6=j
vivj


=
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
+
n
n− 1
n∑
i=1
v2i −
1
n− 1
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
=
n− 2
n− 1
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
+
n
n− 1
n∑
i=1
v2i ,
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it follows that
E
[‖Qnv‖22] = n2 − 2n4(n − 1)
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
+
n2
4(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
v2i .
The remainder of the proof consists of showing that the random variable ‖Qnv‖22 is sufficiently well-
concentrated around its expectation using the standard exponential moment method (Bernstein’s trick).
For this, we need good control on the moments of X2. The control for ‘low’ moments is provided by
the following hypercontractivity inequality on slices of the Boolean hypercube, which is applicable in
our setting since X is a linear polynomial on the central slice of the Boolean hypercube.
Lemma 5.3 (see, e.g., Proposition 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 in [13]). For any integer q ≥ 1,
E[X2q] ≤ Oq(1)
(
E[X2]
)q
.
For ‘high’ moments, the above estimate is possibly wasteful since the factor Oq(1) could grow too
quickly as a function of q. However, we can do better by combining the classical hypercontractive
estimate for polynomials on the Boolean hypercube with a simple conditioning argument.
Lemma 5.4. For any integer q ≥ 1,
E[X2q] ≤ 100√n · (4q)q (E[X2])q .
Proof. Consider the random variable Y := v1(1 + ǫ1) + · · · + vn(1 + ǫn), where ǫ1, . . . , ǫn are i.i.d.
Rademacher random variables, and observe as before that X ∼ Y |{ǫ1 + · · · + ǫn = 0}. Since Y is a
linear form on the Boolean hypercube {±1}n equipped with the uniform measure, it follows from the
usual hypercontractive inequality (see Theorem 9.21 of [24]) that for all integers q ≥ 1,
E
[
Y 2q
] ≤ (2q)q · (E [Y 2])q .
Moreover, a short calculation similar to (but easier than) the one for X2 shows that
E[Y 2] =
(
n∑
i=1
vi
)2
+
n∑
i=1
v2i .
Therefore, we have
E
[
X2q
]
= E
[
Y 2q|ǫ1 + · · ·+ ǫn = 0
]
≤ E
[
Y 2q
]
Pr (ǫ1 + · · · + ǫn = 0)
≤ 100√n · E [Y 2q]
≤ 100√n · (2q)q · (E[Y 2])q
≤ 100√n · (2q)q · (2E[X2])q,
which gives the desired conclusion.
Combining these two lemmas immediately gives the following.
Lemma 5.5. For any integer q ≥ 1,
‖X2 − E[X2]‖q ≤ min
{
Oq(1), (100
√
n)1/q · 5q
}
· E[X2].
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Proof. By the triangle inequality for the Lq-norm, we get that
‖X2 − E[X2]‖q ≤ ‖X2‖q + ‖E[X2]‖q
≤ min
{
Oq(1), (100
√
n)1/q · 4q
}
· E[X2] + E[X2]
≤ min
{
Oq(1), (100
√
n)1/q · 5q
}
· E[X2],
where the second inequality follows from the previous two lemmas.
The previous bound on moments can now be used to obtain a useful bound on the moment gener-
ating function.
Lemma 5.6. Let Z := E[X2]−X2. Then, for any integer t ≥ 3 and for any 0 < λ < 1/(40E[X2]),
E [exp (λZ)] ≤ 1 +Ot(1)λ2E[X2]2 + 200
√
n · 20tλtE[X2]t.
Proof. For the range of parameters in the statement of the lemma, we have
E [exp (λZ)] = E

 ∞∑
q=0
λqZq
q!

 = 1 + ∞∑
q=2
λqE[Zq]
q!
≤ 1 +
t−1∑
q=2
λq‖Z‖qq
q!
+
∞∑
q=t
λq‖Z‖qq
q!
≤ 1 +Ot(1)
t−1∑
q=2
λq
q!
E[X2]q + 100
√
n
∞∑
q=t
λq · (5q)qE[X2]q
q!
≤ 1 +Ot(1)λ2E[X2]2 + 100
√
n
∞∑
q=t
(
20λE[X2]
)q
≤ 1 +Ot(1)λ2E[X2]2 + 200
√
n · 20tλtE[X2]t,
where the third line follows by Lemma 5.5.
Finally, we are in a position to prove Proposition 5.2.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. As above, let Z := E[X2]−X2, and let Z1, . . . , Zn be i.i.d. copies of Z. For
any integer t ≥ 3 and for any 0 < λ < 1/(40E[X2]), we have
Pr
(
‖Qnv‖2 ≤
√
n
2
‖v‖2
)
≤ Pr
(
‖Qnv‖22 ≤
n
4
‖v‖22
)
≤ Pr
(
4
n∑
i=1
X2i ≤
n
4
‖v‖22
)
≤ Pr
(
n∑
i=1
X2i ≤
n
16
E[X2]
)
≤ Pr
(
n∑
i=1
Zi ≥ 15nE[X2]/16
)
≤ Pr
(
exp
(
λ
n∑
i=1
Zi
)
≥ exp (15λnE[X2]/16)
)
≤ exp
(
−15λnE[X
2]
16
) n∏
i=1
E [exp(λZi)]
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≤ exp
(
−λnE[X
2]
2
)(
1 +Ot(1)λ
2
E[X2]2 + 200
√
n · 20tλtE[X2]t)n ,
where the last line follows from Lemma 5.6. Let ǫ > 0 be fixed as in the statement of the theorem,
and take t ≥ 3 to be the smallest integer for which
√
nn−tǫ ≤ n−2ǫ.
Then, for λ = 1/(nǫE[X2]) (which satisfies our assumption on λ for all n sufficiently large), we see that
the right hand side is at most
exp
(
−n
1−ǫ
2
)(
1 +Ot(1)n
−2ǫ)n ≤ exp(−n1−ǫ
2
+Ot(1)n
1−2ǫ
)
. exp
(
−n
1−ǫ
4
)
,
which completes the proof.
5.4 Reduction to integer vectors
Throughout this section, we will take α := n1/4 and γ = n−1. Moreover, since Theorem 1.3 is
trivially true for η ≥ n−2, we will henceforth assume that 2−n0.0001 ≤ η < n−2. We decompose the unit
sphere Sn−1 into Γ1(η) ∪ Γ2(η), where
Γ1(η) :=
{
a ∈ Sn−1 : LCDα,γ(a) ≥ n3/4 · η−1
}
and Γ2(η) := Sn−1 \ Γ1(η). Accordingly, we have
Pr (sn(Qn) ≤ η) ≤ Pr
(∃a ∈ Γ1(η) : ‖Qna‖2 ≤ η)+ Pr (∃a ∈ Γ2(η) : ‖Qna‖2 ≤ η) . (10)
Therefore, Theorem 1.3 follows from the following two propositions and the union bound.
Proposition 5.7. Pr
(∃a ∈ Γ1(η) : ‖Qna‖2 ≤ η) . ηn2 + n3/2 exp(−√n/2).
Proposition 5.8. Pr
(∃a ∈ Γ2(η) : ‖Qna‖2 ≤ η) . exp(−c5.8√n).
The proof of Proposition 5.7 is almost exactly the same as that of Proposition 4.1. The only
difference is that, at the very end, instead of using Proposition 3.3, we use the following variant.
Proposition 5.9. Let n ≥ 2 be an even integer. Fix a unit vector a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Sn−1 and consider
the random variable S :=
∑n
i=1 yiai, where yi are {0, 1}-valued random variables sampled uniformly
from the hyperplane y1 + · · ·+ yn = n/2. Then, for every α > 0, and for
δ ≥ (4/π)
LCDγ,α(a)
,
we have
L(S, δ) . δ
√
n
γ
+
√
n exp(−α2/2).
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Proof. Note that 2S ∼∑ni=1(1+xi)ai, where xi are {±1}-valued random variables sampled uniformly
from the hyperplane x1 + · · · + xn = 0, and that L(S, δ) = L(2S, 2δ) = L(
∑n
i=1 xiai, 2δ). The desired
conclusion follows since for any r ∈ R,
Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
xiai − r
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2δ
)
= Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
ǫiai − r
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2δ
∣∣∣∣ǫ1 + · · · + ǫn = 0
)
.
√
nPr
(∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
ǫiai − r
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2δ
)
.
√
nL
(
n∑
i=1
ǫiai, 2δ
)
.
δ
√
n
γ
+
√
n exp(−α2/2),
where the last inequality follows from Proposition 3.3.
The proof of Proposition 5.8 will be the content of the next two subsections. Here, we present the
key initial step, which consists of efficiently passing from vectors on the unit sphere to integer vectors.
Proposition 5.10. With notation as above, we have
Pr
(∃a ∈ Γ2(η) : ‖Qna‖2 ≤ η) . e−c5.1n1.02+
Pr(∃w ∈ (Zn \ {0}) ∩ [−2η−1n3/4, 2η−1n3/4]n : ‖Qnw‖2 ≤ 10C5.1 min{n0.4‖w‖2, n0.9}).
Proof. Since by Lemma 5.1, Pr
(
supv∈H∩Sn−1 ‖Qnv‖2 ≥ C5.1n0.51
)
. exp
(−c5.1n1.02), we may hence-
forth restrict to the complement of this event. Let a ∈ Γ2(η). Then, by definition, there exists some
0 < θ ≤ LCDα,γ(a) ≤ n3/4η−1 and some w ∈ Zn \ {0} such that ‖θa−w‖2 ≤ min{γθ, α}.
Case I: γθ ≤ n−0.6. In particular, θ ≤ n0.4. In this case, if ‖Qna‖2 ≤ η, then
‖Qnw‖2 = ‖Qn(w − θa) +Qn(θa)‖2
≤ ‖Qn‖ · ‖w − θa‖2 + θ · ‖Qna‖2
≤ n · γθ + θη
≤ n0.4 + 2η‖w‖2
≤ n0.4‖w‖2 + 2η‖w‖2
≤ 3n0.4‖w‖2
≤ 10min{n0.4‖w‖2, n0.8}
where the fourth line uses ‖w‖2 ≥ θ(1 − γ) ≥ θ/2; the fifth line uses ‖w‖2 ≥ 1 (since w ∈ Zn\{0});
the sixth line uses η ≤ n0.4; and the last line uses ‖w‖2 ≤ θ(1 + γ) ≤ 2θ ≤ 2n0.4.
Case II: γθ > n−0.6. In particular, θ > n−0.6γ−1 > n0.4. Let
ℓ := |〈w − θa,1〉|
and let
s := sgn(〈w − θa,1〉).
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Let w′ ∈ {0, 1}n denote the vector whose first ⌊ℓ⌋ coordinates are 1 and the remaining coordinates are
0; note that this makes sense since, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
ℓ ≤ ‖w − θa‖1 ≤
√
nα≪ n.
We will need the following easily established claims.
1. |〈w − sw′ − θa,1〉| ≤ 1. Indeed, we have
〈w − sw′ − θa,1〉 = 〈w − θa,1〉 − s〈w′,1〉
= sℓ− s⌊ℓ⌋
= s(ℓ− ⌊ℓ⌋)
∈ [−1, 1].
2. ‖w − sw′‖2 = θ(1 ± 2n−1/4). This follows from ‖w − sw′‖2 = ‖w‖2 ± ‖w′‖2 along with the
estimate
‖w′‖22 ≤ ℓ ≤ ‖w − θa‖1 ≤
√
nγθ,
from which we see that
‖w′‖2 ≤ (
√
nγ)1/2
√
θ ≤ n−1/4θ.
3. Restricted to the event supv∈H∩Sn−1 ‖Qnv‖2 ≤ C5.1n0.51, we have
‖Qn(w − sw′ − θa)‖2 ≤ 4C5.1n0.51min{n−1/4θ, n3/8}.
Indeed, writing
w − sw′ − θa = 〈w − sw′ − θa,1〉1
n
+ ProjH(w − sw′ − θa),
we see that
‖Qn(w − sw′ − θa)‖2 ≤ |〈w − sw
′ − θa,1〉|
n
‖Qn1‖2 + ‖Qn(ProjH(w − sw′ − θa)‖2
≤ 1
n
· n√n+ C5.1n0.51‖w − sw′ − θa‖2
≤ √n+ C5.1n0.51
(‖w′‖2 + ‖w − θa‖2) ,
where the second inequality uses the estimate from 1. Next, note that
‖w′‖2 + ‖w − θa‖2 ≤ min{n−1/4θ, (
√
nα)1/2}+min{γθ, α}
≤ 2min{n−1/4θ, n3/8}.
It follows that
‖Qn(w − sw′ − θa)‖2 ≤
√
n+ 2C5.1n
0.51min{n−1/4θ, n3/8}
≤ min{n0.1θ,√n}+ 2C5.1n0.51min{n−1/4θ, n3/8}
≤ 4C5.1n0.51min{n−1/4θ, n3/8},
where the second inequality uses θ > n0.4.
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From these facts, it follows that if ‖Qna‖2 ≤ η, then
‖Qn(w − sw′)‖2 = ‖Qn(w − sw′ − θa) +Qn(θa)‖2
≤ ‖Qn(w − sw′ − θa)‖2 + θ · ‖Qna‖2
≤ 4C5.1n0.51min{n−1/4θ, n3/8}+ θη
≤ 4C5.1n0.51min{n−1/4θ, n3/8}+ n3/4
≤ 4C5.1n0.51min{n−1/4θ, n3/8}+ n0.51min{n−1/8θ, n1/4}
≤ 5C5.1n0.51min{n−1/8θ, n3/8}
≤ 5C5.1 min{n0.4θ, n0.9}
≤ 10C5.1 min{n0.4‖w − sw′‖2, n0.9}
where the third line uses 3.; the fourth line uses θ ≤ n3/4η−1; the fifth line uses θ ≥ n0.4; and the last
line uses 2.
5.5 Dealing with almost-constant integer vectors
Throughout this subsection and the next one, p = 2n
0.001
is a prime.
Definition 5.11. For an integer vector v ∈ Zn, we define the size of its largest level set to be
L(v) = sup
z∈Z
|{i ∈ [n] : vi = z}| .
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following lemma, which follows from Proposition 5.2 and
a simple union bound.
Lemma 5.12. Pr
(∃w ∈ (Zn \ {0}) ∩ [−p, p]n, L(w) ≥ n− n0.991 : ‖Qnw‖2 ≤ 10C5.1n0.4‖w‖2)
. exp(−c3.5n/2).
Proof. The number of vectors w ∈ (Zn \ {0}) ∩ [−p, p]n with L(w) ≥ n− n0.991 is at most(
n
n0.991
)
· (3p) · (3p)n0.991 ≪ 2n0.993 .
For n ∈ 2N sufficiently large, by Proposition 5.2, for any such vector,
Pr
(‖Qnw‖2 ≤ 10C5.1n0.4‖w‖2) ≤ Pr (‖Qnw‖2 ≤ √n‖w‖2/2) ≤ C5.2(0.006) exp(−n0.994/4).
Therefore, the union bound gives the desired conclusion.
5.6 Dealing with non almost-constant integer vectors
It remains to deal with integer vectors which are not almost-constant. Formally, let
V := {v ∈ (Zn \ {0}) ∩ [−η−4, η−4]n : L(v) < n− n0.991}.
In view of Proposition 5.10 and Lemma 5.12, and since η ≤ n−2, the following proposition suffices to
prove Proposition 5.8.
Proposition 5.13.
Pr
(∃v ∈ V : ‖Qnv‖2 ≤ 10C5.1n0.9) . 2−√n/3.
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This will be accomplished by a union bound, following the strategy outlined in Equation (6). How-
ever, as compared to the i.i.d. case, there is more work involved. In particular, we will need certain
key ideas from [7] (where the best-known bounds on the singularity probability of Qn are obtained),
which we now discuss.
For n ∈ 2N, let Qn denote the set of all n × n matrices with entries in {0, 1}, each of whose rows
sums to n/2. As will soon be clear, we will find it more convenient to work with a ‘two-step’ model for
generating a uniformly random element of Qn. Let Σn denote the set of all permutations on [n], and
consider the map
f : (Σn)
n ×
(
{0, 1}n/2
)n → Qn,
which takes ((σ1, . . . , σn), ξ1, . . . , ξn) to the matrix in Qn whose ith row is (qi1, . . . , qin), where
qij :=
{
ξi(k) if σi(2k − 1) = j,
1− ξi(k) if σi(2k) = j.
In other words, for each k ∈ [n/2], exactly one among the σi(2k − 1)th and σi(2k)th entries in the ith
row is equal to 1 (the other is equal to 0), and the value of ξi(k) determines which one of the two
entries it is. It is straightforward to see that the pushforward measure of the uniform measure on
(Σn)
n× ({0, 1}n/2)n under the map f gives the uniform measure on Qn. Hence, we have the following
process for generating a uniformly random element of Qn. First, choose an n-tuple of permutations
σ = (σ1, . . . , σn), where each coordinate is chosen independently, and uniformly at random from Σn.
We shall refer to σ as the base of the matrix Qn. Second, for each i ∈ [n] and each k ∈ [n/2], choose
exactly one among the σi(2k−1)th entry or the σi(2k)th entry of the ith row of the matrix to be 1 (and
the other to be 0) uniformly at random, independently for all such values of i and k. Let us note here
that for each i ∈ [n], the set comprising the n/2 unordered pairs {σi(2k− 1), σi(2k)}, for all k ∈ [n/2],
is a uniformly random perfect matching in the complete graph on n-vertices Kn; we shall refer to this
matching as the matching induced by σi.
As in [7], we will need the notion of an ‘expanding base’, which is formalized in the following
definition.
Definition 5.14. We say that σ := (σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ (Σn)n belongs to En if it satisfies the following two
properties:
(Q1) The union of any two perfect matchings of the form σi and σj (i 6= j) has at most n0.6 connected
components.
(Q2) For any two subsets A,B ⊆ [n] such that n0.8 ≤ |A|, |B| ≤ n/2, there are at most √n/2 indices
i ∈ [n] such that the perfect matching induced by σi has fewer than |A||B|/(8n) edges between
A and B.
It turns out that, with high probability, a uniformly random ‘base’ is ‘expanding’.
Proposition 5.15 (Proposition 5.4 in [7]). Let σ be a uniformly random element of (Σn)
n. Then,
Pr(σ /∈ En) ≤ 2−
√
n/3.
Denote by Qσ the random matrix chosen uniformly among all the matrices in Qn with base σ, and
by τ ∈ (Σn)n, a vector of i.i.d uniformly random permutations. Then, by the law of total probability,
we have
Pr
Qn
(∃v ∈ V : ‖Qnv‖2 ≤ 10C5.1n0.9) = Pr
Qτ
(∃v ∈ V : ‖Qτv‖2 ≤ 10C5.1n0.9)
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≤ Pr (∃v ∈ V : ‖Qτv‖2 ≤ 10C5.1n0.9 ∩ (τ ∈ En))+ Pr (τ /∈ En)
≤ sup
σ∈En
Pr
(∃v ∈ V : ‖Qσv‖2 ≤ 10C5.1n0.9)+ 2−√n/3,
where the last inequality is due to Proposition 5.15. Thus, in order to prove Proposition 5.13, it suffices
to prove the following.
Proposition 5.16. For any σ ∈ En,
Pr
(∃v ∈ V : ‖Qσv‖2 ≤ 10C5.1n0.9) . n−0.001n.
For the remainder of this subsection, fix σ ∈ En. Moreover, fix k = n0.01, and s1 = s2 = n0.99.
For v ∈ V and i ∈ [n], we define vσi to be the n/2-dimensional integer vector whose kth coordinate is(
vσi(2k−1) − vσi(2k)
)
. This definition is motivated by the following.
Lemma 5.17. supz∈Z Pr ((Qσv)i = z) ≤ ρ (vσi) .
Proof. By unwrapping definitions, we see that,
sup
z∈Z
Pr ((Qσv)i = z) = sup
z∈Z
Pr

n/2∑
k=1
vσi(2k−1) + vσi(2k)
2
+
n/2∑
k=0
(1− 2ξi(k))
vσi(2k−1) − vσi(2k)
2
= z


≤ sup
z′∈Z/2
Pr

n/2∑
k=1
(1− 2ξi(k))
vσi(2k−1) − vσi(2k)
2
= z′


= sup
z∈Z
Pr

n/2∑
k=1
(1− 2ξi(k))
(
vσi(2k−1) − vσi(2k)
)
= z


= sup
z∈Z
Pr

n/2∑
k=1
ǫivσi = z


= ρ (vσi) .
For the purposes of anti-concentration, we would like (as a start) for the vectors vσi to have
sufficiently large support. Accordingly, let
Tv := {i ∈ [n] : |supp(vσi)| ≥ n0.991/16}.
Lemma 5.18. For every v ∈ V ,
|Tv| ≥ n−
√
n/2.
Proof. Note first that for any v ∈ V , the assumption that L(v) < n − n0.991 implies that there exist
disjoint sets Av, Bv ⊆ [n] such that |Av | = n0.991, |Bv| = n/2 and vi 6= vj for all i ∈ Av, j ∈ Bv.
Then, property (Q2) from the definition of En implies that for all but at most
√
n/2 indices i ∈ [n],
the perfect matching induced by σi has at least n
0.991/16 edges with one endpoint in each of Av and
Bv. It is easy to see that each such index belongs to Tv.
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As in the previous section, note that for our choice of parameters, the natural map
ι : V → Fnp
is injective. We will abuse notation, and use v to denote ι(v). This identification allows us to make the
next two key definitions, which will enable us to prove effective analogs of Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8
in our setting.
Definition 5.19 (Witnessing pair). For any v ∈ V , we say that the pair (i1, i2) ∈ Tv × Tv, i1 6= i2
witnesses v if
min
b⊆vσi ,|supp(b)|≥s2
R∗k (b)
|b|2k ≥ minb⊆vσ2 ,|supp(b)|≥s2
R∗k (b)
|b|2k ≥ maxi∈Tv\{i1,i2} minb⊆vσi ,|supp(b)|≥s2
R∗k (b)
|b|2k .
For a vector v ∈ V , we will denote its witnessing pair (taking the lexicographically first one, in case
there are multiple) by (i1(v), i2(v)). This gives a partition of V into at most
(n
2
)
parts.
Definition 5.20. For an integer t ∈ [p], let
V t :=
{
v ∈ V : ι
(
vσi2 (v)
)
∈ Bs1k,s2,≥t−1(n/2) \B
s1
k,s2,≥t(n/2)
}
.
The next two lemmas are the analogs of Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.7 respectively in the present
setting.
Lemma 5.21. For our choice of parameters and for any integer t ∈ [p],
|V t| ≤ (500)n
(p
t
)n
.
Proof. It is enough to show that the number of vectors v ∈ V t that are witnessed by a given pair
(i1, i2) of distinct indices in Tv is at most (400)
n(p/t)n, and then take the union bound over all such
pairs of witnessing indices. Let us now fix such a pair for the remainder of the proof.
It follows from the definition of a witnessing sequence that both ι(vσi1 ) and ι(vσi2 ) belong to
Bs1k,s2,≥t−1(n/2). Hence, Theorem 3.9 shows that each of the vectors ι(vσi1 ) and ι(vσi2 ) belong to a
set of size at most
(300)n/2
(p
t
)n/2
,
and the injectivity of ι gives the same conclusion for vσi1 and vσi2 .
Next, we bound the number of vectors v ∈ V with a given value of
(
vσi1 ,vσi2
)
. Note that all
such vectors v have the same differences between all those pairs of coordinates that are connected by
an edge of the union of the matchings induced by σi1 and σi2 . In particular, each vector v is uniquely
determined once we fix the value of a single coordinate in each connected component of this graph.
Since property (Q1) from the definition of En implies that the number of connected components does
not exceed n0.6, we may conclude that
|V t| ≤ pn0.6 ·
(
(300)n/2(p/t)n/2
)2 ≤ (400)n (p
t
)n
.
Lemma 5.22. There exists an absolute constant C5.22 such that for our choice of parameters and for
any integer t ∈ [p], if v ∈ V t, then
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• For any i ∈ Tv \ i1(v),
sup
z∈Z
Pr ((Qσv)i = z) ≤
(
C5.22
p
(
t
n0.48
+ 1
))
.
• For any z ∈ Zn,
Pr (Qσv = z) ≤
(
C5.22
p
(
t
n0.48
+ 1
))n−√n
.
Proof. It follows from the definition of a witnessing pair that, for each v ∈ V t and for every i ∈
Tv \ {i1(v)}, we have
min
b⊆vσi ,|supp(b)|≥s2
R∗k(b)
|b|2k ≤ minb⊆vσi2(v) ,|supp(b)|≥s2
R∗k(b)
|b|2k <
t · 22k
p
.
In particular, for all i ∈ Tv\{i1(v)}, vσi /∈ Bs1k,s2,≥(t+1)(n/2). Therefore, by essentially the same
computation as in Lemma 4.7, we have for all i ∈ Tv\{i1(v)} that
ρ (vσi) ≤
C4.7
p
(
t
n0.48
+ 1
)
,
so that the first bullet point follows from Lemma 5.17. The second bullet point follows immediately,
since for any z ∈ Zn, so that for any z ∈ Zn,
Pr (Qσv = z) ≤ Pr ((Qσv)i = zi∀i ∈ Tv\{ii(v)})
≤
(
C4.7
p
(
t
n0.48
+ 1
))|Tv|−1
≤
(
C4.7
p
(
t
n0.48
+ 1
))n−√n
,
where the final inequality follows from Lemma 5.18.
Finally, we are in a position to prove Proposition 5.16. As discussed earlier, this completes the
proof of Proposition 5.8, and hence, the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Proposition 5.16. We begin by noting that every v ∈ V satisfies
sup
z∈Z
Pr ((Qσv)i = z) ≥ η4n−1/3
by the same pigeonhole argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.5. Since η4n−1 ≫ 1/√p, it follows
from Lemma 5.22 that V t = ∅ for all t ≤ √p.
On the other hand, using Equation (6) with Γ = V t and C(n) = 10C5.1n
0.4, it follows from
Lemma 5.21 and Lemma 5.22 that for all t ≥ √p, the probability that the image of any vector in V t
under Qσ lies in the ball of radius 10C5.1n
0.9 centered at the origin is at most
(1000C5.1n
0.4)n|V t|
(
2C5.22t
pn0.48
)n−√n
≤ (500000C5.1n0.4)n
(p
t
)n (2C5.22t
pn0.48
)n−√n
≤ (500000C5.1)n
(pn
t
)√n(2C5.22
n0.08
)n
≪ n−0.01n.
Finally, taking the union bound over integers t ∈ [√p, p] completes the proof.
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